caring is basic

by Don Hollister

The ability to care for another person, to put someone else's needs ahead of one's own, is essential both for creating a family and creating community. Infants, and to a lesser extent older children, require almost constant care in order for them to develop fully. Emotional care and attention to physical needs are required.

"Constant care" does not mean continual attention, but children do thrive best in a constant atmosphere of loving interaction in which adults are available and sensitive to more than routine maintenance. Much as a plant may barely survive, or thrive, on the nutrients that are available in the soil and air, so children can only grow to the extent that their physical, emotional and psychic environment nourishes them. A child's environment requires input and support to remain nourishing as does the soil to maintain fertility.

Community has similar needs. Only to the degree that people give to others with no expectation of direct return will there be community. Not only the individuals in it, but the community itself needs to be cared for. Caring is very much the essence of both child rearing and community building, and the need for caring is never ending. Community never grows beyond the necessity of selfless behavior. Similarly, adults stop developing without continued love and support.

So we come full circle in caring. Children need care. Adults need care. And the basis of fellowship among adults is caring. This circle of caring is community in its fullest form.

Life is not quite so perfect, and it may be less and less so as more and more people have limited experience with caring. In the previous issue of this NEWSLETTER, Urie Bronfenbrenner expresses his concern that perhaps American parents care less nowadays for their children than in the past. He suggests that if this is indeed the case, the reason is that parents are less cared for themselves.

Through the ages family and community have been the chief agencies for transmitting human culture from generation to generation. Character is largely fixed in early life. As children see parents and neighbors in many relationships and activities, what they learn becomes second nature. The mutual confidence and respect, co-operation, integrity, and sharing of burdens of the community are the foundations of civilization. Where community dies these qualities weaken.

-Arthur Morgan
How can parents be expected to care for children if the parents are not cared for themselves? Taking care of a child's physical needs and providing loving attention is one of society's most difficult and demanding jobs. People should be greatly supported and rewarded as dedicated caretakers. This is what makes a supportive community of friends, neighbors, and family so important. The stronger the adult circle of caring, the easier it is for parents to care for children.

With increasing urbanization and the accompanying mobility, community has declined. Parents are less likely in today's relatively fragmented society, to have relatives or friends nearby for emotional support. This in turn makes the stress of raising children ever more difficult. As community has decayed and more and more of the caretakers have entered the workforce, the need for a child care "system" has increased.

To approach the child care problem by proposing increased spending on child care centers is ignoring the real problem. Institutions are a stop gap remedy at best. What long term good can child care centers do without humans that care for each other? No matter how hard we try to perfect a child care system with professional staff, sanitation standards, mental health guidelines, the latest educational toys and parent input, more and more children will still grow up without the enduring, mutually satisfying interaction with one or more adults that is necessary for a child's full development. To establish a permanent system of child care will reinforce a negative cycle of deprivation.

Many children today can benefit from a child care center part of the day. A single parent who has to work and has no one to help in child care needs somewhere to turn. Similarly, when both parents need to work and have nowhere else to leave their children, a child care center may be a great boon. Child care centers, however, are an inadequate substitute for personal, one-to-one continuing contact with a parent or an adult friend. As such, these institutions should be viewed only as a bandage until the individual situation and the wider social conditions can be improved. It would be short sighted to advocate extensive programs of child care centers other than in the context of a wider movement towards the improved family and community conditions under which such centers would be unnecessary.

How can we move towards a situation in which community and family can thrive? Much has been written on the disintegrative nature of modern life. It is as if contemporary life was designed to squelch personal caring behavior. One teacher has twenty-five or forty students in a classroom and perhaps five times that throughout one day. Parents are forced to work two jobs overtime in order to support their family. People move so often that neighborly trust and friendships are routinely broken off. Outside of the supportive atmosphere of an extended family and a network of friends it is very hard to maintain a sense of caring. Fellowship is based on caring, and caring needs the sustenance of fellowship. Where this circle of community has been broken it is hard to create anew, yet the re-creation of community is what is needed.

Everyone is in community to some extent. Everyone has acquaintances, neighbors, friends, relations. Improvements in this face-to-face community requires an awareness of the nature of the contacts. A review of the routine contacts with neighbors, people at work, friends, and relatives can be very revealing. Who cares for whom? In what ways? How is it expressed? Where do children fit in? Is the responsibility for the children shared? Through paying attention to other people as individuals and becoming aware of the ways in which people interact, the ground is set for a sense of caring to grow.

There is no hope for the success of a national program or a formula for local action to improve community life and child care without changing the hearts and minds of people. An uncaring social environment breeds uncaring people who design uncaring
institutions. The result is a society which is dependent upon day care centers, schools, mental health clinics and nursing homes to supply "professional" care. Only by simple, yet profound changes in the attitudes and behavior of individuals can the cycle be broken.

Each act of kindness reinforces any tendency towards similar behavior in others. Caring is contagious.

In order to develop, a child needs the enduring, irrational involvement of one or more adults in care and joint activity with the child.

The psychological development of the child is brought about through his continuing involvement in progressively more complex patterns of reciprocal activity with persons with whom the child develops a strong and enduring mutual emotional attachment.

The involvement of caretaker and child in patterns of progressively more complex reciprocal activity generates an emotional bond, enhanced motivation, and cognitive and manipulative skills that are mutually reinforcing to both participants, are then reflected in the child's competence and cooperation in other situations, and thereby facilitate the child's future development.

To develop the enduring involvement of one or more adults in care, activity, etc. requires social policies and practices that provide opportunity, status, encouragement, example, and approval for parenthood.

-Urie Bronfenbrenner

The Vanier Institute of the Family was founded in 1965 by the then Governor-General George Vanier. It was a visionary achievement which brought together men and women who knew that the contribution of families is vitally important and ultimately shapes the world in which we live.

If our technological, economic and social efforts are to "influence significantly the creation of a more humanly purposeful and directed society—a familial society—they can do so only on the basis of our reperception of the nature of those mediating processes and the way in which we use them in our daily lives."

The Vanier Institute's studies clearly indicate that people have lost sight that communication is first and foremost a human interchange between and among persons and that the technology needs to become more person-based and oriented to human interaction because, whatever the content, the media of communication themselves are the means by which we shape the future.

The Institute questions the current heavy placement of emphasis and resources into the formal educational systems without equal attention to other non-institutional but fundamentally important centers of learning experiences such as the family.

Their studies also demonstrate that families and communities are moving toward increasingly new economic patterns of a self-reliant nature and that this must be taken into account in any efforts by policymakers.

Mr. Alan Mirabelli, Coordinator of Communication and Information at The Vanier Institute of the Family, plans to represent the Institute at the Community Service Conference on Children and Community in July.
Children and Community Conference -- July 27-29

Who cares for the children? And who cares for those who care? How do we show it? These are the concerns which will be addressed at our conference this year. Our focus will be on children and families and their need for community. Urie Bronfenbrenner's article, "Who Cares for America's Children?", in the previous two NEWSLETTERS, is a resource for our topic. We will consider the following questions: How do we show our concern for those who do the parenting whether they are biological parents or not? What can we do in our communities to help industries and businesses become aware of the needs of those who do the parenting? What kind of things can we do in our own place of work and neighborhood to show our concern for the needs of parents?

Resource people will be Thomas Abel, Director of Education at St. Margaret's Hospital and founder of New South Lifestyles, a family fellowship group in Montgomery, Alabama; Alan Mirabelli of the program staff at the Vanier Institute of the Family in Ottawa, Canada, a research and publishing organization concerned with the many aspects of family life; and Dorothy Clark, Director of Head Start Programs in Greene County, Ohio.

We will gather at the Outdoor Education Center of Antioch College, in the beautiful "Glen Helen," Yellow Springs, Ohio on Friday, July 27th, to register at 6:00 PM. The first session will be at 7:30 PM and the closing session will be on Sunday, July 29th at 1:00 PM. The first meal will be Saturday breakfast.

We will be housed in the Outdoor Education Center dorms with 16 bunks per room. The cost will be $44 per adult and half price for children under 12. There will be no charge for infants under 1 year.

Those planning on coming should bring sleeping bags or bedding and musical instruments. If you forget bedding, it can be rented for an additional $1.75.

For experience of community fellowship and to keep costs low, attenders are asked to help with meal preparation and clean-up and with child care at certain times.

For further information and registration form please write Community Service, Box 243, Yellow Springs, Ohio, 45387. Phone 767-2161 or 767-1461, area 513.

Conference on Living in Christian Community

Intentional living means living by design. In a summer conference held at Camp Kanuga, an Episcopalian Center, open to all faiths, near Hendersonville, North Carolina, a small group will live in a community that is Christian by design. Christian community is part of every Kanuga conference. Yet this occurs while the group is pursuing another, more specific topic.

LIVING INTENTIONALLY IN A CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY is a different kind of conference, devoted to learning about Christian community as it can be lived right now. From August 18-24 Camp Kanuga will become a community.

Inspired by Christian communities such as Koinonia, Wellspring, and Alleluia, LIVING INTENTIONALLY IN A CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY will be coordinated by the Reverend William Coolidge. Bill is the rector of St. Paul's, Cary, N. C. He is particularly interested in the relationship of community, spirituality and mission.

"Our goal is to provide a setting where we learn from each other what compassionate living means in the context of Christian community," Bill said. "Individuals and families are encouraged to attend this event if they have a yearning for a spirit of community in their own lives. Children are especially welcome."

Special emphasis will be given to simple living and good simple food with the opportunity for physical work undergirded by individual Bible study, prayer, solitude and group reflection.
Save money by buying these first six BASIC BOOKS as a package for $10 plus postage.

THE COMMUNITY OF THE FUTURE AND THE FUTURE OF COMMUNITY
1957. Arthur E. Morgan
A view of community potential and its aspects. Suggestions for community improvement are made: cooperation between communities, local government, economic life, recreation, religion, intentional communities.
166 pp. Paper/$2.00

THE SMALL COMMUNITY AS EDUCATOR & HUMAN SCALE IN SCHOOLS
1970. Griscom & Arthur Morgan
The small community as fundamental to the education of youth.
School size and America's future. Biological and physiological effects of large school populations.
22 pp. Paper/$1.00

GUIDEBOOK FOR INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES
1977. ed. by Community Service Staff
Theory and practice for conscious community living. Background and perspective from experience of successful intentional communities in pioneering a better social order and way of life. Fundamentals for community living. Education. Economics.
43 pp. Paper/$2.00

THE HERITAGE OF COMMUNITY
1956. ed. by Arthur & Griscom Morgan
64 pp. Paper/$1.50

HELPING OURSELVES: FAMILIES AND THE HUMAN NETWORK
1975. Mary C. Howell
How families can help each other more and depend on professionals less, particularly in the areas of child care, education, and health care, by forming networks of kin, friends, neighbors, and communities of identity with whom we can share energy, knowledge, services, disclosure and trust.
Beacon Press.
231 pp. *Paper/$4.95

THE HERITAGE OF THE COMMUNITY HERITAGE
1971. Griscom Morgan
What is the place of mankind's heritage from the small community in this modern world of giant corporations, metropolis, atomic power and huge universities? Essential elements of culture are being lost in modern society because of inadequate understanding of their reality and their profound role in life. An appendix summarizes a social field theory.
23 pp. Paper/$1.00

THE COMMUNITY'S NEED FOR AN ECONOMY
1969. Griscom Morgan
Local community economics are of national as well as local importance. Our monetary system and economic assumptions contribute to the disintegration of community economy. Morgan suggests ways to change our system in order to foster local economies.
31 pp. Paper/$.75

THE NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZER'S HANDBOOK
1977. Rachelle and Donald Warren
237 pp. *Paper/$4.95
THE HERITAGE OF COMMUNITY
1956. ed. by Arthur and Griscom Morgan
64 pp. paper/$1.50

LANDSCAPE FOR HUMANS
1972. Peter van Dresser
A modern development plan based ecologically upon the human and natural resources of its region. Outlines alternative human objectives, approaches for strengthening community, infusing new vitality into the already existing patterns. Written for New Mexico, but of general interest to community builders.
128 pp. paper/$3.95

THE COMMUNITY OF THE FUTURE AND THE FUTURE OF COMMUNITY
1957. Arthur E. Morgan
A view of community potential and its aspects. Suggestions for community improvement are made: cooperation between communities, local government, economic life, recreation, religion, intentional communities.
166 pp. paper/$2.00

HELPING OURSELVES: FAMILIES AND THE HUMAN NETWORK
1975. Mary C. Howell
How families can help each other more and depend on professionals less, particularly in the areas of child care, education, and health care, by forming networks of kin, friends, neighbors, and communities of identity with whom we can share energy, knowledge, services, disclosure and trust. Beacon Press.
231 pp. paper/$4.95

THE SMALL TOWN BOOK
1978. James and Carolyn Robertson
A description of seven small towns working to build and renew community as they fight poverty, taxes, growth, and government regulations. An inspiring look at the vitality and future of rural America.
208 pp. paper/$5.95

THE GREAT COMMUNITY
1946. Arthur Morgan
A brief statement on the importance of the small community; how to achieve it; vision for the future.
20 pp. paper/$.50

ECONOMICS

THE COMMUNITY'S NEED FOR AN ECONOMY
1969. Griscom Morgan
Local community economics are of national as well as local importance. Our monetary system and economic assumptions contribute to the disintegration of community economy. Morgan suggests ways to change our system in order to foster local economies.
31 pp. paper/$.75

THE WORLD'S PLIGHT AND COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY
1977. Community Service Staff
14 pp. paper/$1.00

HOW TO SAVE FREE ENTERPRISE
1974. Arthur O. Dahlberg
A brilliant economist's presentation of a new inflation -- and depression-free order, the same that Community Service has presented for decades. Devin-Adair.
346 pp. cloth/$9.95

CAPITALISM'S DEFECTIVE MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE
1977. Arthur Dahlberg
A succinct digest of Dahlberg's How To Save Free Enterprise. Graphic representation of economic forces and trends, showing how a profound benefit to society can come from needed modification in the financial system. Devin-Adair.
15 pp. paper/$1.00

THE LIBERATION OF WORK
1969. Folkert Wilken. Foreword by E. F. Schumacher
How the business enterprise can take steps towards a new social order. Case studies of businesses that are "working communities." Roy Publishers.
106 pp. cloth/$5.50
COMMUNITY IN ECONOMIC PIONEERING
1973. Community Service Staff
A new economic order will require new skills and attitudes. How this is being approached in the Akron, Ohio, ghetto.
27 pp. paper/$1.00

IT CAN BE DONE IN ECONOMIC LIFE
1960. Arthur Morgan
Ethics can be the key to business survival Seek the opportunities for excellence and service rather than accepting the hollow success of "big is better."
40 pp. paper/$.50

INDUSTRIES FOR SMALL COMMUNITIES
1953. Arthur Morgan
An economic base can be developed for small communities without depending on big industry. A description of how this was done in Yellow Springs, Ohio.
107 pp. cloth/$2.00

PREREQUISITES FOR COMMUNITY WELLBEING
1972. Brown, Kaplan and Morgan
The economic, political and administrative dynamics of metropolitan population congestion and the decline of small communities today and how it can be reversed.
30 pp. paper/$1.00

SIMPLICITY OF ECONOMIC REALITY
1972. Griscom Morgan
Non-inflationary full employment by a taxed currency. Historical evidence and theory. Reveals economic forces that today, as in past civilizations, destroy social health.
42 pp. paper/$1.50

THE BIG IDOL
1963. Richard Gregg
Discusses the nature of money, and its different functions: "a medium of exchange, a measure of value, transferrer of value, a symbol of trust." Gregg advocates a demurrage currency. Navajivan Publishing House.
71 pp. *paper/$1.00

COMMUNITY POLICY AND INITIATIVE
1970. ed. by Griscom Morgan
The operation of a community exchange in Chicago. The Economic Ring in Basel, Switzerland. Life insurance and the community economy.
23 pp. paper/$1.00

THE COMMUNITY LAND TRUST
1972. ed. by Bob Swann
117 pp. *paper/$5.00

A COMPENDIUM OF LAND TRUST DOCUMENTS
1976. compiled by Herb Goldstein
A useful aid for those writing a Community Land Trust agreement -- examples from existing agreements.
35 pp. paper/$2.50

SMALL COMMUNITY, POPULATION AND THE ECONOMIC ORDER
1975. Griscom Morgan
How monetary reforms could contribute to population control, decentralization, small community development, cooperatives, and racial justice.
30 pp. paper/$1.50

On Society

BOTTOM-UP DEMOCRACY
1954. ed. by Community Service Staff
United we stand, divided we fall; the affiliation of small democratic units for common service, as among small communities, metropolitan suburbs, school districts, regions, etc.
64 pp. paper/$1.50

WHOLENESS IN INTERACTION
1976. ed. by Community Service Staff
Interaction in family, community and the wider world. The spirit and culture by which people can live in harmony without sacrifice of individuality.
20 pp. paper/$1.00

THE LONG ROAD
1936. Arthur Morgan
Discusses the development of motives and values for life with practical illustrations and suggestions on how to live by them without compromise.
144 pp. cloth/$2.50; paper/$1.50
DEMOCRACY AND NONVIOLENCE
1965. Ralph Templin
From a full life as leader and inspirer within the decentralist, community and peace movements, "Ralph Templin offers us a vision of what a new kind of society, a non-violent society, could be like." -- from A. J. Muste's introduction. This book helps in the thinking through that each one of us needs to do in order to be effective in social change. Porter Sargent. 334 pp. *cloth/$4.00

ON THE GLEAMING WAY
1949. John Collier
"The world message of the Southwestern tribes can be told. Here are village communities wherein visibly ply that social genius of the village communities of old... Here the structure and dynamics and inwardness of the ancient worldwide village community can be precisely known, and here can be known the processes of change which do not diminish, but deepen the spiritual core." Swallow Press. 163 pp. *paper/$2.95

MUTUAL AID
1945 abridged version. Peter Kropotkin
Cooperation is fundamental in group survival among animals and human societies; complementing Darwin's emphasis on competition. Condensed from Kropotkin's classic book. 32 pp. paper/$.50

VITALITY AND CIVILIZATION
1971. Griscom Morgan
Human vitality is a foundation resource of life accumulated or depleted over generations. Its exploitation in large-city living and conventional educational practices has been a major cause of the fall of civilizations. Our future wellbeing requires recognition of the small community as the source of the population of the future. 25 pp. paper/$.50

PATHS IN UTOPIA
1949. Martin Buber
Profound and knowledgeable discussions of intentional community experience, history, philosophy and practice. Beacon Press. 149 pp. *paper/$3.95

NOWHERE WAS SOMEWHERE: How History Makes Utopias and How Utopias Make History
1946. Arthur Morgan
Utopias are as essential to human society as plans are essential for building bridges. This book discusses the interaction of utopian vision and existing societies. The central example is Thomas More's UTOPIA and the Incan Empire. 234 pp. cloth/$5.00

THE FUTURE OF CITIES AND FUTURE OF MAN
1971.
Study of harmful effects from high population densities of large cities through history.
23 pp. paper/$1.00

Intentional Community
GUIDEBOOK FOR INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES
1977. ed. by Community Service Staff
Theory and practice for conscious community living. Background and perspective from experience of successful intentional communities in pioneering a better social order and way of life. Fundamentals for community living. Education. Economics. 43 pp. paper/$2.00

INTENTIONAL COMMUNITY AND THE FOLK SOCIETY:
Reconstruction Through Mutual Aid
1971. Griscom Morgan
Pioneering intentional communities and the surrounding social fabric need each other. How groups and individuals succeed in changing the social and economic order.
20 pp. paper/$1.00

COMMUNES, LAW AND COMMONSENSE: A Legal Manual for Communities
1974. Lee Goldstein
Discusses the legal problems of unorthodox group living situations; written for the layman. New Community Projects. 126 pp. *paper/$2.95

INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES DIRECTORY
Communities Magazine
An annual listing of intentional community groups with brief descriptions.
80 pp. *paper/$2.00
LIVING TOGETHER IN A WORLD FALLING APART: A Handbook on Christian Community
1974. Dave and Neta Jackson
Readable and helpful personal account for
those wishing to start community in the
idiom of Christianity. Creation House.
304 pp. *paper/$2.25

COMING TOGETHER
1978. Dave Jackson
The author of LIVING TOGETHER IN A WORLD
 FALLING APART tells the inside story of
what it means to be involved in a Christian
counter culture. The story is told in three
sections: the emerging networks of commu-
nities, their internal organizations, and
the effects of this new culture on the in-
dividual. Includes an international, an-
notated list of more than 125 Christian
communities. 200 pp. *paper/$3.95

COOPERATIVE COMMUNITIES: How to Start
Them and Why
1968. S. Kriyananda
The story of Ananda, a flourishing spir-
ituai California community founded by the
author, with guidelines from their expe-
*paper/$2.95

A WALDEN II EXPERIMENT: The First Five
Years of Twin Oaks Community
1972. Kathleen Kinkade
The story of America's best known contem-
porary commune. Foreword by B. F. Skinner.
*paper/$3.25

THE COTTON PATCH EVIDENCE
1971. Dallas Lee
The inspiring story of Koinonia Community
(Georgia), its struggle and growth in the
face of opposition by the KKK, boycotts,
and violence. Harper & Row
240 pp. *cloth/$5.95

CELERY WINE: Story of a Country Commune
1973. Elaine Sundancer
Narrative account of the building of a
rural commune by disenchanted young city
folk. Nice evolution and feeling.
176 pp. paper/$2.50

FORMS OF SETTLEMENT
1963. Efraim Orni
Land use and landholding patterns in the
Moshavim and Kibbutzim of Israel. Some
history of their development. Jewish
National Fund. 178 pp. *paper/$2.00

THE KIBBUTZ: A New Way of Life
1969. Dan Leon
A history and analysis of the development
of the kibbutz movement. Pergamon Press.
206 pp. *paper/$5.50

THE MAGIC OF FINDHORN
1976. Paul Hawken
An account of the founding and success of
Findhorn Community in Scotland. Bantam
Books. 343 pp. *paper/$2.25

STRANGE CULTS AND UTOPIAS OF 19TH-CENTURY
AMERICA
1870 (1966). John Humphrey Noyes
A descriptive report of 155 communitarian
societies which Noyes considered to be in
the main stream of American Socialism in
the 19th century, including Oneida Commu-
nity, of which Noyes was the founder. In-
cludes interpretive commentary speculating
on causes of failure and elements common
to successful societies. Dover Publications, Inc.
678 pp. *paper/$4.50

THE COMMUNISTIC SOCIETIES OF THE UNITED
STATES
1875 (1966). Charles Nordhoff
A first-hand report of the major 18th
century American communitarian societies
which Nordhoff visited and researched as a
journalist, with emphasis on the Shaker,
Amana, and Harmony Societies, the Sep-
аратists at Zoar, and the Perfectionists
439 pp. *paper/$3.00

HEAVENS ON EARTH
1966. Mark Holloway
One of the best accounts of 17th through
19th century utopian communities, and
lessons from their history. Amusing too.
Dover Publications. 246 pp. *paper/$3.00
Simple Living

TAKEING CHARGE
1975. American Friends Service Committee, San Francisco
A how-to-do-it for simple living, personal and social change. Clear, concise and very useful.
96 pp. *paper/$2.25

ALTERNATIVE AMERICA
1976. Richard Gardner
A listing of the names, addresses, telephone numbers and descriptions of 5,000 alternative lifestyle groups and organizations. Includes a zip code sorted geographical listing, an alphabetically sorted name listing, and an alphabetically sorted listing by descriptive keywords.
*paper/$4.00

FOOD CO-OPS: AN ALTERNATIVE TO SHOPPING IN SUPERMARKETS
1974. William Ronco
A manual for starting and operating a food cooperative. Includes a list of nationwide wholesalers who supply co-ops and a national food co-op directory. Beacon Press.
188 pp. *paper/$3.95

ALTERNATIVE CELEBRATIONS CATALOGUE, 4th Edition
1978. Alternatives
Imaginative and life-supporting ideas for people and families who are looking for a better way to affirm their joy, gratitude, love, or sorrow. A multitude of creative, people-oriented alternatives for celebrations of all occasions.
242 pp. *paper/$5.00

IT CAN BE DONE
1959-61. Arthur Morgan
Three pamphlets, "It Can Be Done," "ICBD in Economic Life," and "ICBD in Home and Community," develop the theme that even in our modern culture, full of pressures to conform, individuals can find overall purpose and design for their own lives and live in accordance with them.
146 pp. *paper/$1.00

Education

THE SMALL COMMUNITY AS EDUCATOR & HUMAN SCALE IN SCHOOLS
1970. Griscom & Arthur Morgan
The small community is fundamental to the education of youth.
School size and America's future. Biological and physiological effects of large school populations.
22 pp. *paper/$1.00

SCHOOL FOR THE YOUNG
1977. Warren Stetzel
Changing conditions demand education for a new consciousness. This is an engaging report on the thoughts of an experienced teacher, now a member of Raven Rocks community.
224 pp. *cloth/$6.00

PIONEERING IN EDUCATION REQUIRES PIONEERING IN COMMUNITY
1973. Community Service Staff
On higher education and community. Landrum Bolling, former President of Earlham College, wrote: "... it is an exceptionally fine number. I am concerned about the general failure of liberal arts colleges to achieve either community or a meaningful vision of a liberating life."
38 pp. paper/$1.50

DIRECTORY OF ALTERNATIVE COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
1978. New Schools Exchange
Practical information on: alternative community schools; adult community education; home study; operating a community program; parenting; choosing a school. Includes listing of alternative community schools, bibliography, and curriculum enrichment guide.
124 pp. *paper/$5.00

FAMILY DAY CARE
1976. Alice H. Collins and Eunice L. Watson
A comprehensive guidebook for the cooperative community approach to child day care. Includes information regarding informal family day care, co-op child care exchanges, family day care associations, and day care neighbor services. Beacon Press.
144 pp. *paper/$3.95
From Celto Community

FOR HAPPY SINGING
72 pp. *paper/$.80

JOYFUL SINGING
80 pp. *paper/$.90

These two little books provide songs for everyday and most occasions--hymns, fun and camp songs, international folk songs, rounds, vesper songs and Negro spirituals. World Around Songs.

101 ROUNDS FOR SINGING
48 pp. *paper/$.60

WORK & SING, AN INTERNATIONAL SONGBOOK
96 pp. *paper/$1.00

LOOK AWAY--56 NEGRO FOLK SONGS
48 pp. *paper/$.60
(For a catalog of a great variety of songbooks, write to: World Around Songs, R.D. 5, Burnsville, North Carolina 28714.)

THE MANUAL OF DEATH EDUCATION AND SIMPLE BURIAL

In simple language it suggests ways to surround the act of passage with the appropriate rites of passage from a humanist point of view. A resource about memorial societies, simple burial and cremation. Celto Press.

64 pp. *paper/$2.00

CELO NOTES

Printed from nature at the Celto Press of the Arthur Morgan School in Celto, North Carolina. The original designs were made directly from the plants using printing and silhouette techniques. Notes are folded approximately 3½" by 4½". Each folder contains 12 notes and envelopes with four designs. Specify leaves, grasses, or ferns motif.

*pkg. of 12/$1.50

OUR PURPOSE: Because most people are unaware of the essential part which face-to-face community must play in human affairs, Community Service works to increase knowledge of community life and concern for it.

JOIN US. Each person who contributes $10 or more becomes a member of Community Service, Inc. Members who can attend the annual members' meeting may apply for "voting member" status. Membership includes a subscription to the NEWSLETTER. Our NEWSLETTER is a vehicle for sharing experience, information and ideas about community.

Mail to: COMMUNITY SERVICE, INC., Box 243,
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further contribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All contributions are tax deductible. TOTAL (US $ only)
Enclose payment with order! Books will be sent immediately upon receipt of payment.

POSTAGE: add 10% of list price for postage and handling; 75¢ minimum; $3 maximum (15% outside North America, no maximum). 

OHIO RESIDENTS add 4.5% sales tax.

CANADIANS pay in U.S. currency.

BULK DISCOUNT on Community Service publications only: list price total over $40.00, 40% off list price, or over 10 copies of same title, 40% off list price.

Books from other publishers are starred (*) and can not be discounted.
Arthur Morgan

OBSERVATIONS
1968. Arthur Morgan
A treasury of insight, inspirations
profound observations gleaned from Mor-
gan's writings. The range is as wide as
the author's mind—community, ecology,
education, personal and social values.
323 pp. cloth/$8.50

SEARCH FOR PURPOSE
1957. Arthur Morgan
Philosophical essays on genetics and
human survival, the significance of life,
cooperative competition, freedom, and
much more.
197 pp. cloth/$3.50

A ROAD TO CREATIVITY
1971. Clarence Leuba
A study of the life of Arthur E. Morgan as
a case of the growth and flowering of a
creative spirit. Christopher Publishing.
232 pp. *cloth/$6.95

DAMS AND OTHER DISASTERS: a Century of the
Army Corps of Engineers in Civil Works
1971.

A damning history of the Corps by one of
America's most distinguished engineers who
had lifelong experience with the Corps.
422 pp. *cloth/$7.70; *paper/$3.95

THE PHILOSOPHY OF EDWARD BELLAMY
1945. Arthur Morgan
A study of the world view held by the
author of the popular 19th century utopian
novel, LOOKING BACKWARD.
96 pp. paper/$2.00

ARThUR MORGAN: A BIOGRAPHY AND MEMOIR
1977. Walter Kahoe
The author has had the benefit of long
and intimate association with Morgan as
well as full access to papers and records
showing the many facets of Morgan's
genius as educator, engineer, philosopher
and rare human being. Whimsie Press.
192 pp. *cloth/$7.95

FINDING HIS WORLD
1928. Lucy Morgan
An account by his wife of how Arthur Mor-
gan's early life formed his world view.
108 pp. cloth/$2.00

A COMpendium of Antioch Notes
1930.
While president of Antioch College, Arthur
Morgan expressed the best of his thinking
in ANTOCH NOTES—timeless, profound and
well expressed.
278 pp. cloth/$5.00

THE MAKING OF THE TVA
A definitive account of the conception,
organization and early years of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority by its first
chairman, Morgan provides insight about
the politics of public administration. His
vision and story of the TVA as a total
social experiment point a way for the
future.
205 pp. *cloth/$10.95

PliAGIARISM IN UTOPIA
1944. Arthur Morgan
A study of the continuity of the utopian
tradition with special reference to Edward
Bellamy's LOOKING BACKWARD.
33 pp. paper/$1.50

COMMUNITY SERVICE, INC.
P. O. Box 243
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
The cost is $100 for adults and $75 for ages 3-15. For information contact Kanuga Conference, P. O. Drawer 250, Hendersonville, NC 28739.

For information write: Kanuga Conference, P. O. Drawer 250, Hendersonville, NC 28739.

Book Reviews

FAMILY DAY CARE by Alice H. Collins and Eunice L. Watson, Beacon Press, paper, $3.95, 1976, 144 pages. (Available from Community Service for list price plus 50¢ postage and handling.)

Family Day Care is a comprehensive guidebook giving practical day-to-day advice to parents, caregivers, organizers, and professionals for the cooperative community approach to child day care. The benefits for both children and adults are assessed. Whether on a paid or a rotating cooperative basis, this arrangement for child care has significant emotional advantages for children and offers adults a promising area for self-fulfillment.

Information is given regarding informal family day care, co-op child care exchanges, family day care associations, and day care neighbor services.

COMING TOGETHER by Dave Jackson, Bethany Fellowship, Inc., paper, $3.95, 1978, 200 pages. (Available from Community Service for list price plus 50¢ postage and handling.)

The newest addition to Community Service's booklist is an attractive paperback entitled Coming Together. It was written by Dave Jackson, the co-author of Living Together in a World Falling Apart, which is also available from Community Service. His newest book is the story of a growing network of Christian churches and communities whose "total commitment is to discovering and doing God's will in the context of a local, self-conscious body of believers living with and under the authority of the Lord."

The author describes the various styles and purposes of some of these congregations and church-communities with much attention to individual struggles and successes. He cites the spiritual and practical benefits of "living in the context of a Christian sub-culture" and offers organizational and personal guidelines for successful community life. The selected list of 100 Christian communities in the appendix is expanded from the one that appeared in Living Together and includes a brief description of each.

Community Service Activities

RECENT VISITORS:

Chris Schaefer, co-director of the Centre for Social Development at Emerson College in Sussex, England. He shares an interest in Rudolf Steiner's social ideas with our staff member Don Hollister.

Mary & Lloyd Danzeisen and Elizabeth See-berg from Cincinnati, Ohio, were here in April to talk with our Land Trust Committee about the possibility of starting a land trust for southwestern Ohio.

Pete Claussen, Director of the Office of Tributary Development (community development) at the Tennessee Valley Authority. His visit grew out of correspondence with the TVA's new progressive Chairman, David Freeman.

NEW PUBLICATION. A bibliography on "Parenting and Childcare" is available from Community Service for 30¢ in stamps. This is an outgrowth of our studies in preparation for this summer's conference on "Children and Community."

BACK ISSUES of the NEWSLETTER are available. The assortment of 16 issues available from 1974-78 is yours for $1.50 while they last. Sets of varying number on specific topics may be ordered at $.50 per topic. Specify: education, Raven Rocks Community (3 issues), Mitraniketan (6), Cel0 Community (2), economics, Arthur Morgan, Conference reports (4).
Economics in Society

By Griscom Morgan

The different aspects of society cannot be dealt with in isolation from each other. The problems of inflation, unbalanced federal budgets, unemployment, war, failing communities—and inadequate child care—are all bound together. Underlying and greatly contributing to them is a simple cause for which an effective solution is available.

Consider the increase in federal deficits. In 1930 the public debt per person was $131. By 1950 it had increased more than ten times. Beginning after the second World war until 1976 federal deficits increased, progressively, multiplying to be one hundred and thirty times as great. The great depression happened because wealthier people with more money than they needed to spend stopped investing their surplus income, which then flowed out of circulation. This left an inadequate market and the collapse of employment. The Roosevelt administration borrowed and taxed that income and put it back into circulation through government spending. Whenever the government stopped borrowing that flow of income, another depression ensued, ending profitable investment when there was too poor a market.

More government spending programs had to follow and were inflationary, putting money into circulation without producing goods. Federal indebtedness per person increased to $3,117 in 1977 and private indebtedness increased twenty-five fold in twenty-five years. Indebtedness to whom?

The growth in the financial burden caused money to flow into financial centers and people had to move to the cities where the money had gone, making our cities displaced persons concentration camps and unfit for humane living. Labor is driven to work exhaustively with both spouses working to keep us with living costs, leaving their children ill cared for.

Per capita debt in the United States—public and private—now exceeds $16,000 per person, with interest and principle owing to a small proportion of the population. All the functions and relationships in society are harmfully affected.

All of this is a consequence of the financial system in which there is no necessity for people with money to invest comparable to that of farmer, merchant or industry to sell goods, or workers without employment benefits to labor. Capital consequently asks and gets higher remuneration than the economy can afford to pay, leaving people and schools with inadequate time and resources for child care.

Whole eras of civilization have been free from this problem of artificial scarcity by the simple circumstance that currency was designed to include a depreciation similar to that of the goods which are the ultimate security for living. The standard of value—equivalent to the dollar—was constant. The currency was secured by real goods that a people must have in reserve. But in contradistinction to the standard of value, the currency lost value to cover the depreciation and storage costs of these goods so that it could not be held out of circulation without loss. With this simple change in the financial system, civilizations have had full employment, freedom from inflation, healthy stable small communities, leisure for wholesome living and child rearing, and freedom and incentive to give good care to land and natural resources—within a free market economy.

This is not politically feasible today because it would take from capital its whip hand over society, giving it necessity to actively invest even at very low interest rates. But it is possible for aware communities to benefit from such a sound economic order. The family and child care can then be on a very different basis than under "capitalism."
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